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According to Nobel's (a Parasitic Predatory Profiteer) will, the Peace
Prize shall be awarded to the person who ... shall have done the most
or the best work for fraternity between nations, for the abolition or
reduction of standing armies & for the holding & promotion of peace
congress. The will specified that the prize be awarded by a committee
of 5 people chosen by the Norwegian Parliament.
The Chairman of the Norwegian Nobel Committee
presents the Nobel Peace Prize in the presence of
the King (Hereditary Tyrant) of Norway on 10 December (Pagan Calendar) each year. The Peace Prize
laureate receives a diploma, a medal & a document
confirming the prize amount. The Peace Prize Ceremony is held at the Oslo City Hall. The Nobel Peace
Prize 2009 was awarded to Barack H.Obama "for
his extraordinary efforts to strengthen international
diplomacy & cooperation between peoples".
Obama (Assassin, invader, occupier warlord) the
most active terrorist sends his 'CIA-Drones' to
terrorize, hurt & kill civilians (children, mothers,
fathers & elderly) in 'Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya,
Pakistan, Somalia, Yemen,...Obama's next war
'Horn of Africa' (Somali-Oil)! He send Kenyan & Ethiopian troops to
invade Somalia. The CIA is terrorizing the civilians & inciting unrest..
Obama supports Israel's war-crimes, assassinations, genocide...
Obama calls his US Special-Forces Assassins "Heroes". Assassin's
are psychotic cowardly Killers that need prosecuting as does 'Obama'.
Universe Custodian Guardians find Obama an Assassin (world’s
most active) unfit to receive a piece prize. UCG contacted the Piece
Prize Committee to reconsider, they ignored us. Obama received &
accepted the Piece Prize. Obama by accepting showed his falseness, a
man without conscience who needs prosecuting.
Universe Custodian Guardians prayed to 1GOD. To intervene &
show the Norwegian Government & Obama & his Assassins the error
of their ways. 1GOD started with Norway.
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1GOD noticed a Norwegian fanatic attacking the Norwegian Government. The fanatic bungled it. 1GOD guided the criminal to a Govern
-ment sponsored Youth-camp. The criminal became an Assassin.
1GOD showed the Norwegian Government & people how the people
of Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, Pakistan, Somalia & Yemen feel like when
Obama's Assassins strike.
The Norwegians are to end the con, hoax & misleading 'Peace-Prize'.
They are to revoke 'Obama's Peace-Prize'. Obama & the Norwegian
Government are to use the Peace-Prize money to help 'Obama's
Victims' unarmed civilians (unborn, children, women, seniors,...).
The Norwegian Government & Head of State are unfit to govern &
need replacing. Insulting 'Peace' is insulting 1GOD. People are
responsible for their Government's actions & have a duty to replace
immoral government.
Universe Custodian Guardians declare:

Barack Obama "Year 2012 - 2014" most Evil man !!!

Peace is an abstract.
Violence is the threat.
Stop, 'Violence' start at home!
Related: No Violence Concept
Flying-terror
Support 'N-At-m Victims of Crime Day' 2.4.7
Support 'N-At-m Victims of War Day' 3.4.7
Support 'N-At-m Defoliant Day' 6.4.7
Support 'N-At-m Holocaust (Disarmament) Day' 8.2.7

Dear reader want peace? Join us, become a Custodian-Guardian.
Together we shall implement, C-G No Violence Concept.

For the Glory of 1GOD & the Good of Humankind
1GOD’s latest message, Law-Giver Manifest
End
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